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Thank you for the opportunity to present public testimony today here in beautiful Traverse City. 
 
Safe & Just Michigan is a criminal justice policy organization that works to reduce the harm 
caused by both crime and unnecessary incarceration. We advance evidence-based reforms that 
can improve public safety and eliminate unnecessary and wasteful corrections spending. We 
hold in common the certainty that we can build both a safer and more just Michigan. I am a 
member of the policy team at SJM. 
 
I am formerly incarcerated and I was bailed out in 2010 prior to being sentenced. After being 
bailed out, I realized that the only difference between being released and remaining 
incarcerated was my ability to afford bail. At Safe & Just Michigan we do not believe freedom 
should be determined primarily by someone's bank balance, and urge the Task Force to reform 
the cash bail system in Michigan. 
 
This is the case for a number of reasons: 
 
First, bail reform reduces crime and recidivism. We have seen the aggregated evidence from 
Washington D.C. , New Jersey,  Philadelphia,  and California  and it supports reform. In 1 2 3 4

general, we have seen criminal justice reform across 23 states and at the same time, we have 
seen crime decrease across all of those states.  Instead of asking yourself if crimes occurred 5

you should be asking if more or less crime happened after the passage of bail reform legislation.
 6

 
Second, the bail reform movement is mostly a challenge to someone being charged money as a 
condition of release, not a challenge to them becoming eligible for release. Bail decisions are  
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currently made by the exact same judges who would make release decisions after the passage 
of bail reform.  
 
Third, there is very strong evidence that pretrial detention is criminogenic. In other words, the 
more people detained and the longer the duration of the detention, the more risk to public safety 
is generated.  7

 
Fourth, the politics on this issue have shifted substantially. Recent data suggests that one out of 
every two people in the United States has a family member who has been incarcerated.  8

Criminal justice reform is no longer a fringe issue and being tough on crime is no longer the 
default solution. 
 
Sometimes, opponents of bail reform present specific examples of people who committed new 
crimes after being released in the states where bail reform already took place. However, the 
same judges in the same jurisdictions might have released the exact same people for the exact 
same reasons prior to bail reform as they did after passage of reform legislation.  
 
Also, this type of testimony represents anecdotal evidence at best. According to the Uniform 
Crime Report in New Jersey,  there were 37,243 arrests in that state in 2016, it would be wrong 9

to judge the effectiveness of bail reform across that state using statistically atypical samples. 
 
Another misconception is that bail reform results in people missing trial dates but the data here 
again does not back up this claim.  In addition, there are, in the worst-case scenario, better 10

solutions to encourage appearance without mandating cash bail.   11
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Often bail opponents suggest that bail reform creates unique risks to crime victims. But in New 
York, for instance, victims rights organizations were part of the coalition working for bail reform,

 and victims concerns can be taken into account in many ways without insisting on the 12

continuation of cash bail.   13

 
Finally, opponents often signal opposition to the use of risk assessment instruments but it is 
important to remember that bail reform supporters are not usually asking for the use of risk 
assessment tools, they are asking for an end to cash bail. In all the jurisdictions where risk 
assessments have been implemented as part of bail reform to date, they were advisory, not 
mandatory. In other words, the same judges were and are still in charge of making the same 
decisions about the risk of defendants, the only difference is that they are provided with more 
information about how best to make those choices. We believe that if risk assessments are 
mandated, they should be tested rigorously for implicit bias.  14

 
At the end of the day, when you evaluate evidence comparing unsecured to secured bail bond 
systems in terms of public safety, the only comparative evidence that has been produced 
supports bail reform.”  Safe & Just Michigan supports efforts to limit or eliminate the use of 15

cash bail in Michigan. 
 
Thank you for your time and consideration. 
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